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2 A Glimpse Of the Overture Project “+ # Streambank Stabilization 
. Lo 

\ A Photo Essay By Jen Rowland & Meghan Cox ~ A team of researchers from UW-Madison and 

the U.S. Geological Survey are conducting an 

io ‘ investigation to demonstrate the effectiveness 

0 Ocean Floors Reap Massive of submerged vanes for stream bank protection. 

“Energy Resource By Eric Vieth 
Given the world’s upcoming natural gas oo . . 

shortage, the Department of Energy (DOE) is 7 Le Satellite Radio 

seeking a new energy source in gas hydrates— Two companies are on the verge of offering 

crystalline solids found below the ocean floor music and other radio programming to 

and beneath arctic permafrost. American customers via satellite. 

By Joel Wagner By Matt Gorajski 

- ; FQ i © UWAims aNew Eye tothe Cosmos | °) AIAA Students Take to the Skies 
© UW-Madison i tof th tructi f The AIAA student chapter recently announced 

th aa teks 1s a par fins = © ho hemicohe a project to build a lightweight aircraft that 

B eis eescope nthe southern “emispnen should be finished in time for the annual 

aE STRE Oshkosh air show in July. 

4 . By Aaron Bock 

7) () The Future of Blood Preservation — . . , 
~~" Current methods of preserving blood are expen- / | } Energy at the Madison Children’s 

sive and difficult to perform. Researchers are “™~~ Museum 

currently working on a solution to this process The UW College of Engineering helped the Madison 

which will help us better prepare for the future. Children’s Museum construct an enjoyable exhibit to 

By Sam Strom promote energy awareness and conservation. 
By Meena Vairavan & Shana Scheiber 

J “) Rain Gardens: Something for . 7 . 
“© Everyone “)) Opportunities Abound for Engineers 

Whether you don’t like those nasty algal “— wnat doa war ane a ear secnamy Have 
to do with you? A look at the opportunities 

aeataattie Seon eee supply, that remain for engineers during a time of 

gardens are for you. an od Eo land 
By Ellen Considine penuey Neatan 

On the Cover: eee 
DEPARTMENT iS Rain gardens, which touch many odes Di 

facets of life from wildlife to eee ie aad 

EDITORIAL groundwater supplies, provide ey Lc 

~ surplus water control and flood Pe! Ende hs 

» Headaches & Earthquakes prevention technology in a man- PST. ov; Be 

“= By Ryan Sydnor ner that is aesthetically pleasing. ots 

JUST ONE MORE Bee eg 

~ 4“ Reminiscing About Engineering III 
“=~ By Nicholas Mueller
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Business Manager As I sit here late at night attempting to think of something relevant, I find myself instead wondering what dinner JiChoe 
tasted like. It looked pretty good, but everything tastes like the back of a postage stamp. | am in the final stages of Advertising Managers 
a cold that must be distantly related to the Black Plague. For two solid weeks, I was incapable of doing anything ae ae : : Ke beyond attending classes, and even that was too much to handle on a few occasions. e 

Web Managers ' ; : . . ‘ Darcy Grunwald [Just to prepare you, this message will eventually become meaningful, yet perhaps a bit farsighted and geezerish.] Asst.- Dan Klein 

; «ect: ‘ Circulation Manager After spending a few days sniffling and whining a lot, I started to warm-up to my miserable state. After all, I Raletia Setiawijaye 
finally had a valid excuse for being lazy. It was actually to my benefit to avoid being ambitious at all costs. I took Polygon Re 
advantage of this situation to the best of my ability. I found the time to wash and match all of my socks, watch the Juliana E 
news, call my mom, and even clean the mystery gunk off the kitchen counter. Of course, my head felt like it was Bunnce sate 
about to explode, but I recognized the value in being wrenched away from my precious routine. It allowed me to Amanda Engler 
see how much of each day I usually roll through like a robot stuck to a track. eae, 

That brought me to think about the more serious setbacks in life, the real earthquakes that make even the worst Fae Senne 
head cold look like a walk in the park. At least once or twice in every lifetime comes a tragedy or hardship that Carl Calhoun 
causes everything once considered “certain” to collapse like an elaborate house of cards. Many of us make it Catan ae 
through our younger days without any life-shattering disasters. Some of us aren’t so fortunate. Hollie Engesether 

Mike Ethier ee . . . Nick Hanson Such devastating times cannot be considered good in any light; they are far too grave to be labeled mere clouds Jenny Krueger 
around which any silver linings can be drawn. They do, though, provide each person with the rare opportunity ate 
to pause and catch a glimpse of that illusive big picture. When you do this, you'll notice some of the essential Justin Novshek 
things, both good and bad, that “life” has been blocking from view. cae 

Bill Skovsted 
Much of the nation—in fact, much of the world—was derailed from its trustworthy track on September 11, and ae 
some of the most important elements of life became strikingly clear. Millions of people remembered to call their 
loved ones that day. Parents left work early to be with their children. Drivers thought twice before slamming on Eeeee eae 
the horn and flipping off that old guy that always wastes the green arrow, and making time to watch “Friends” Jeff Craven 
suddenly ceased to be a top priority. People from all walks of life proved themselves to be heroes. Countless Gerba 
others vowed to make a real difference in their lifetimes. Kylie Fredrickson 

Nathan King 
Jeff Nelson You can determine for yourselves the moral to be drawn from all of this. The message I’m fumbling with is that ee ee 

disasters and unforeseen changes, although tragic, may bring into view some of the most extraordinary aspects Pate ei 
of your life. These are not the “good” results of “bad” events. They’re things that always have been—and always Dig ep i 
will be—all around you, whether or not you choose to look at them. Scott Weisbere 

Brooke Wentland 
And no, geezerish is not technically a word. Advertising Staff 

= Nick Dow 
OT Hilary Edmondson 

@ Martin Ekaputra 
Rob Kline 
Jenny Krueger 
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— PHOTO ESSAY 

A Glimps 
Of the Overt Project 

By Meg Cox & Jen Rowland 
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The cranes are in motion in a view from Henry and Mifflin Madison’s most noteworthy landmark, the capitol, 
Streets. The larger buildings of the Overture Center will be back keeps watch over the construction of what will 9 Pp: 
here, away from State Street. become another beautiful Madison landmark: the 

Overture Center. ——— ee 
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Above: A citizen checks out the 

Cc P ili current Civic Center, where 

esar relll construction maps and scale models 

SO ey ee. are displayed and pamphlets are 

Cesar Pelli is the design architect for the Overture Project. Below is some back- available. 
ground information into the architectural career of Mr. Pelli.’ 

- Pelli graduated from the University of Tucuman in Argentina with a degree in 

architecture. 
Reference: 

- In 1977, Pelli became Dean of the Yale University School of Architecture. 
' http://www.overturefoundation.com 

- In 1977, Pelli founded Cesar Pelli & Associates. 

- In 1995, the American Institute of Architecture awarded Pelli the Gold Medal, rec- 

ognizing a lifetime of outstanding contributions and distinguished achievement. 

— —————— 
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ENERGY sss 

» Ocean Floors Reap Massive )}) 
R 

Energy Resource , 
‘ 

By Joel Wagner permafrost.’ One of the primary benefits of _ will allow for commercial methane production 
methane is, as Dillon notes, that it ‘produces from U.S. hydrate deposits by the year 2015.! 

ave you ever thought about how 40% less carbon dioxide than other fossil _ Currently, these energy supply studies have 
H much natural gas the United States fuels, so from the environmental point of encountered two primary problems. First, 

consumes in one year? Considering view, it’s a lot cleaner.” hydrates are found in remote arctic and 
that, have you ever predicted when our deep-water locations. Another difficulty is 
current supplies of natural gas would be The DOEisconcerned with methane hydrates _ that hydrates quickly dissociate when removed 
exhausted? A Department of Energy (DOE) _ for three primary reasons: 1) the amount of from their natural temperature-pressure 
workshop was held recently to discuss the _ energy contained within methane hydrates _conditions.! To overcome these problems 
status of the world’s post-2020 natural gas and reach the project's goals, researchers will 
supply, and almost all of the attending orga- perform laboratory studies of pure hydrate 
nizations concluded that a new source of pe and hydrate-sediment mixtures along with 
natural gas would most likely be needed by Pe gece < - coordinated fieldwork to observe and obtain 
2030.' Fortunately, experts believe there is a gO Ss’ hydrates from their natural environment.' 
new source available to fulfill our natural gas rae ‘ 5 
needs: methane hydrates. pe ; 4 ree A. YS Dillon suggests that vast amounts of microbial 

Ce eh Oy methane in marine sediments around conti- 
Methane What? al yes Pa. / nental margins allows for the formation of 
Methane hydrates are a member of the family ’ aa » methane hydrate anywhere that sufficient 
of gas hydrates—crystalline solids whose iH § age. § pressure is combined with low water tem- 
building blocks consist of a central gas mol- be Dy ES peratures, which are typically found near the 
ecule surrounded by a cage-like lattice of ff : a ne re seafloor. 
water molecules, but without chemical [== 2 Be . & 
bonding.’ Therefore, gas hydrates are simi- . — : <3 To illustrate the amount of energy potentially 
lar to ice, except that the water molecules Gas hydrate samples have been available, the United States’ total domestic 
enclose a central gas molecule. Many gas__ recovered from 20 of 80 known sites in-place natural gas resource is near 25,000 
molecules, including carbon dioxide, hydro- _ worldwide, such as this Class II gas trillion cubic feet (Tef), while the total domestic 
gen sulfide, and numerous low molecular _ hydrate (ethane and carbon dioxide in-place methane hydrate resource could top 
weight hydrocarbons can form gas hydrates, hydrate) from the Gulf of Mexico. 200,000 Tef.! As Dillon points out, “Gas hydrate 
although most marine gas hydrates are meth- has a huge amount of methane tied up in it.” 
ane hydrates.’ 

is immense and could have enormous effects Research & Development 
HA OS I __ on global economic and energy policies; To fully harness these resources, there is still 
Methane produces 40% less 2) the presence of methane hydrates in sea much to be done. DOE’s National Energy 
carbon dioxide than other floor sediment greatly alters the sediments Technology Laboratory (NETL) is focusing 
fossil fuel Ss, So, from the physical characteristics, which presents dan- on several key directives for studying methane 

. . . gers to seafloor stability, especially during hydrates. These are being carried out in 
environmental point of view, drilling operations; and 3) tapping intohydrate —_ association with the USGS, the Naval Research 

it’s a lot cleaner.” reservoirs could potentially release large Laboratory (NRL), the Monterey Bay 
-— amounts of greenhouse gases into the atmo- Aquarium Research Institute and several 

sphere, thereby affecting global climate.'The _ universities nationwide. These study efforts 
study of methane hydrates will focus on two _ include laboratory characterization of pure 

Dr. Bill Dillon, Project Chief of the U.S. key energy supply goals: 1) the DOE will hydrate and hydrate-bearing sediments, 
Geological Survey (USGS) Gas Hydrate — support work that will increase the safety of __ field studies of hydrate occurrences, remote 
Project explains, “Methane hydrate is located _ deep-water oil and gas exploration and pro- — sensing of the hydrate reservoirs, modeling 
in ocean sediments at water depths exceeding duction operations that require drilling of hydrate behavior and reaction to numerous 
about 500 meters. The sediment layer in through marine hydrate deposits that exist natural or man-made processes and the 
which gas hydrate is stablecommonly extends _ above current oil and gas supplies; and 2) the __ establishment ofa national hydrate database.! 
from the seafloor to several hundred meters DOE hopes to ensure the long-term supply of 
below the sea bottom.” Methane hydrates are _ natural gas by improving the knowledgeand The key element of methane hydrate inves- 
also found, less commonly, beneath arctic technology base of methane hydrates, which tigation and, in the end, further discovery is 

ees eS 
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a reliable and precise method of finding hy- _ implications, hydrates may also significantly B 

drate reservoirs below the surface through _ affect the stability of the sea floor near hydrate : 

remote sensing technologies.' Field studies _ reservoirs through hydrate dissociation and : 

to observe, sample and characterize methane _ interaction with oceanic sediment. “The con- @ & 

hydrates are underway in the Atlantic, Gulf nection of gas hydrate to drilling safety is “gs — q 

of Mexico, the Artic, Alaska and offshore Ja- _ the most immediate issue,” asserts Dillon. / Y wa Oy 

pan.' By using 3-D multi-component seismic _ Also, hydrates may greatly affect long-term e& / a, : 

data to map the distribution of hydrates on _ climate through potential periodic, possibly \ (fo ™ 5 

the ocean floor, scientists hope to gain new in- _ massive, release of methane into the oceans, \ \ No x & mw) io \ 5 

sight into the structure and properties of hy- and thereby potential release of greenhouse BOs hf, . = 

drates, which will lead the way to future — gases into the atmosphere through methane S Soo wy - 8 

practical hydrate collection.' oxidation.’ Dillon warns, “The release of = eo fe 8 

methane into the atmosphere may be cata- ae ont 3 

In May 2000, the “Methane Hydrate Research strophic, not gradual, because the release of Retrieval of naturally occurring hydrates, 

and Development Act of 2000” was putinto a massive amount of methane from beneath like this Methane hydrate sample from 

law’ This bill authorizes a budget of $5 million _ the methane hydrate-stable layer can create the Middle Ameri a h Wik Coast 

in Financial Year 2001 (FY01), $7.5 millionin a violent gas release. That also could release Cee ee erica renee the Coas 
eapeeces = oi of Guatemala, is a vital component of 

FY02, $11 million in FY03 and $12million gas hydrate fragments that would float to hydrate research 

each in FY04 and FY05 for further methane — the surface, as recent studies have shown, . 

allowing the methane to be released directly 

into the atmosphere. Methane is a far more " 

Numerous developments detrimental greenhouse gas than carbon More Information 

around the globe are suggest- dioxide. If large amounts of methane were a 

ing that the commercial pro- sufentotatmepiuyitvoulnos | Goto the NETL website 
duction of methane hydrates identify and address all issues concerning Ce al ureey RCS) Sean 

may arrive much sooner than hydrates, scientists are continuing thorough http://www.usgs.gov. Visit 

originally thought analytic research. http://walrus.wr.usgs.gov/globalhydrate 

———— to see details concerning all known 
Numerous developments around the globe gas hydrate occurrences world- 

hydrate research and development.’ With —aresuggesting that the commercial production wide. There are currently about 80 

this type of funding, NETL hopes to make _ of methane hydrates may arrive much sooner locations identified where geo- 

significant advancements in the study and _ than originally thought.’ Using methane physical, geological, and/or 

eventual implementation of methane hydrate _ hydrates, the world may satisfy its oncoming geochemical evidence indicates the 

resources. natural gas shortage. Nonetheless, society presence of gas hydrate. At 20 of 

must realize that even methane hydrate these locations, samples of gas hy- 

The Path Ahead resources are finite. drate have been recovered.’ 

Along with tremendous energy resource 

Author Bio: Joel Wagner is a freshman in 

pen _ Chemical Engineering and Biochemistry. His 

. ae ew interest in energy resources was sparked this 

_ ~~ f July when he heard a lecture on methane 

— ae a 7- pase hydrates while attending the National Youth 

fe _ eo aS — Science Camp in Bartow, West Virginia. This 

— x ot ca te is his first article for the Wisconsin Engineer. 

"ee re ee References: 

ie cy wo date 'Tomer, Brad; Guthrie, Hugh; Mroz, Tom; 

oH : "4 4 Boswell, Ray. “A Collaborative Approach to 

~ 5 — in: Methane Hydrate Research and Develop- 

eres ment Activities.” Presented at Offshore 

ie Technology Conference, Houston. 2001. 

; Available: http://www.netl.doe.gov/scng/ex- 

ia “| plore/ref-shelf/otcpaper.paf 

is *http://woodshole.er.usgs.gov/project-pages/ 
hydrates/hydrate.htm 

’Dillon, Bill, Ph.D. Telephone interview con- 

There are currently about 80 locations identified where geophysical, geological, ducted Sept. 24, 2001. 

and/or geochemical evidence indicates the presence of gas hydrate, and at 20 

of these locations samples of gas hydrate have been recovered. “http://walrus.wr.usgs.gov/globalhydrate 
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UW-Madison Aims a New 

By Matt Feirer Observatory, whose largest telescope hada _ The first mirrors are mee a 
primary mirror measuring 0.9m in diameter. expected to be in- py 4 

he UW-Madison Astronomy stalled in 2003. Po sg “4 
Department’s long and productive The new SALT telescope will boast a mirror aie a } 
history with telescope research is 11m in diameter—but it isn’t actually one Another engineering [> ie al 

about to enter an exciting new chapter. A mirror. It canbe compared to the compound innovation has been oe 
new telescope is being built in South Africa, eye found on the common housefly. Instead _ the restriction of the oN 
which will be the largest in the Southern _ of having two eyes, a fly has thousands of primary mirror’s - 
Hemisphere. It’s a multinational partnership small eyes, which together provide a wide movement. It will be 
collectively called the Southern African field of view. While not hav- pointed ata fixed elevation and permanently 
Large Telescope, or SALT for enon ing thousands of “eyes,” the fixed to a turntable, which will reduce the 

short. i ie ¥ SALT telescope will have a complexity of keeping the mirror focused 
ne ie ‘NG 4 mosaic of 91 separate mirrors and positioned. Unfortunately, with a fixed 

Perhaps the most noted UW- ne whose light rays converge to mirror you greatly reduce the amount of sky 
Madison telescope is at the te? ey i é a single focal point. Unlike you can cover. Instead of being able to move 
Washburn Observatory, : ar Pegi if past telescope mirrors, which the primary mirror to track the stars, the 
which sits sentinel on Obser-  , § je fat were very heavy and thick, SALT will have its optical instruments fol- 
vatory Hill, overlooking 1. c- is these mirrors are thinand _low the stars as they move. This assembly 
Lake Mendota. Built in 1881, UR light. Each mirror is one (which includes a spherical aberration cor- 
the Washburn 15 inch was is meter in diameter, and ishex- rector) will be able to move on and tilt 

the first telescope agonally shaped, unlike the around the x, y, and z-axes. A scaffold-like 
constructed by the State of traditional circular ones in assembly will control the lateral movements, 
Wisconsin. By 1958, Washburn had been _ older telescopes. One of the main reasons for and fine-tuning will be controlled by a 
absorbed into the University, and the Pine keeping the mirrors small is thatas youbuild “hexapod,” a device with 6 pneumatic legs. 
Bluff Observatory was built 15 miles west larger and thicker glass mirrors, it gets 
of Madison to serve the increasing needs for harder to keep them at a constant tempera- UW-Madison is in charge of most of SALT’s 
astronomical teaching, research and testing. _ ture. Temperature fluctuations can greatly instrumentation and is planning on 
In 1994, UW Madison joined forces with decrease the quality of a scope’s image. delivering it to South Africa in 2004. Upon 
Indiana University, Yale and the National completion, the scope will be open to 
Optical Astronomy Observatories in the In another attempt to minimize this effect, observation. Unlike earlier telescopes, where 
construction of a new telescope situated on _ engineers are designing elaborate ventilation you applied for several days of observing 
Kitt Peak in Arizona. systems, some of which rely on the sur- time, the SALT will have “queue” 

rounding area’s natural 
- winds. Although these 

eo on small mirrors save f §\ \\Se, 
Be ake Fak as weight, they require in- { f \ \ \S 

a e potas: NG 2 dividual supports to ! | kl 
hi eS keep each aimed at the , : \ a va 

es Ue 8 central focus. The com- | Laas = )\\ 
eee ew Ke ae & " i EE nF S puter programming ——_ : a Bn od ae § alone for this task is |, goss, oe ge nn 

ray ‘ % monumental. These in- RAMUS A 7 Log hat oe 
3 dividual mirrors are ne ee a se ih 

being manufactured in a Near agiieee ) 
Leningrad, Russia. ] . y= 

The new telescope on Kitt Peak, known as = From there they'll be 1 Wa alot) aa] LOTS NEN y « ea 
the WIYN telescope (Wisconsin, Indiana, shipped to Kodak in [i] 1401 OF : we 
Yale, and the National Optical Astronomy the US for polishing. |] gee Aan | Ie 
Observatories), had a primary mirror Then on to Africa, [gy 1} 5 

easuring 3.5m in diameter. This wasa__ where they will be in- a epee - . 7 . - 
m ee , he Pine Bluff led i , 1 UW-Madison’s own telescope overlooking the lake on 

ast improvement upon the Pine Blu stalled in the telescope. Observatory Drive. 

—————  ——  —————  SSSFSFSFessF ee ——————————————————— 
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Pi a si ae = 7 The telescope is being built on the site of 

Mo fier oe a th, yc the Southern African Astronomical Obser- 

C LOA nee Fa a Se 4 vatory, which is a six-hour drive from Cape 

yi , Me TS ge S\N wd Town. This area is dry and far from a major 

, S/ifa i 5 O77 ‘\ S— \ ol va | urban center, which provides the clear, dark 

too 1 a Co wae ol mM | conditions necessary for deep astronomical 

a fT pT ft eas Oe | observation. As an additional incentive, the 
ey fy ; remaiee2 _ ae a bcik 1 4.3 vo \ = | majority of the world’s large telescopes are 

re ae J | NN Dt a 3 i Los _\/ | in the Northern Hemisphere. Having a tele- 

ey a ANY ae _ a Ma ee) | scope this large in the Southern Hemisphere 

ee | Pe eee a — i fo oo Ske will permit observation of a completely 

| §f 2 ee OR | eG “new” realm of stars. 
| ie : X Wee i. ar ae i alm of stars. 

i | a | ee Ns conan FN a be | Once finished, the SALT telescope will sow 

. q bic Aico A U4) S| 1 er : A ey’ | aa its rewards for years to come. Professor 
ll ial s ee ee ee 7 La Kenneth Nordsieck is the director of the 

A x 3 iy ar : ae gi, 4 Space Astronomy Laboratory here on cam- 
|| " Re fe <p eK / i My 3 pus, which is in charge of making the in- 

:  & Po a (7 A | / Sk (Ad : 6 struments that will be installed in the SALT 

ee ef BO _s aa | sg y e telescope. “With its engineering challenges ee ee es 7 P s 
: Se — ia or, ON A a / 3 and potential scientific payoff,” Nordsieck 

| . aA ER Tos cae 5 said with enthusiasm, “the SALT project has 

Fi 72 7 a been one of the most exciting projects I have 
The rds of th N tel . 

innards of the new WIYN telescope worked on.” It’s clear that the SALT tele- 
scope will add an immeasurable value to 

scheduling. This method will get rid of _ tingent includes UW-Madison, Rutgers, _ astronomy education here at UW-Madison. 

formal schedules, requiring researchers to Carnegie Mellon, the University of North 

instead submit a list of desired objects on Carolina and Dartmouth. Overseas, South Author Bio: Matt Feirer is currently a 

which to have the telescope focused. Africa, Germany, Poland, the United King- | sophomore majoring in Biology. 

dom and New Zealand are contributing. 

As mentioned earlier, the SALT telescope is | UW-Madison’s share in the project is about 

a multinational partnership. The U.S. con- 16%. 
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GENERAL jYyYyH 

Blood Preservation 

By Sam Strom oS ee 
mean cena es = — See es i —— ee 

r [ he devastating events of September Oe a 4 ie eeeapeeeacnaee 
11, 2001 demonstrated the worst, but ce 
also brought out the best, in human 

nature. 

With all the injured people the blood supply ee 
grew sparse in New York and Washington, . _ keel oS te, on ee. ae ee 
D.C. and help was needed from the entire 4 i Fi weg re, a. 8 ed v ‘ | oo ae oe country. People in Madison and around the ee  -. oy . Soe oe ee 
country did not hesitate to donate. These acts * fl Ame Can Re r} Ci (nom ues 5 
of kindness illustrate the compassion of our on 5 prin UMA Sed FOS bree 
country, but it is unfortunate that we should i. Pe 7 —< oe 
have such a shortage in a desperate time (oo ee ‘ ee . Seal 
rather than simply having the resources to eo Paes Human Blox d ; oe 
deal with it. Thanks to new research, these eee — ~ _BI0O " ; | e 
resources may be readily available in the os oo Avoid Extreme Temperatures ee = 
future. a ene eC Lae aes 4 : oe | s ‘ oe ee |. 3 

Due to our current expensive and insufficient é 
storage techniques, we cannot preserve é 
enough blood to keep a satisfactory supply 8 
fora situation like this. Basic storage of blood 8 

yields a ehelt life (of 28 days, The storage temperature of the cells directly affects the length of time they can be Cryopreservation, currently our best system k ; . . sine t : ept alive. The lower the storage temperature, the longer they will survive. of preservation, yields a life of ten years, but 
this comes at great cost and _ risk. 
Cryopreservation, which involves stabiliz- _ Researchers face the challenge of improving cells directly affects the length of time they 
ing cells at cryogenic (very cold) tempera- _ this process. can be kept alive. The lower the storage tem- 
tures, is used to preserve anything with liv- perature, the longer they will survive. For 
ing cells, including organs, tissue, spermand Next is the equilibration process, when the _ ideal storage, the cells should be stored at liq- 
embryos. cryoprotective agent is allowed to penetrate _ uid nitrogen temperatures, but this process is 

the cells. Equilibration lasts anywhere from _ difficult due to the nitrogen vapor, which may 
The first step in cryopreservation involves 15 to 60 minutes, depending on the cell type. _ cause the sample to become toxic. 
the cryoprotective agent, which is added to 
the sample to preserve it. Glycerol and dim- Once the agent has been given ample time to When the blood is needed, it must be recov- 
a penetrate, the sample may be cooled. Profes- _ ered in the correct process. Cells can be dam- 

. : sor William E. Brower of the Department of _ aged if subjected to liquid nitrogen vapor or 
Basic storage of blood yields Mechanical and Industrial Engineering at to quick temperature changes. If done incor- 

a shelf life of 28 days Marquette University, a researcher in the field _ rectly, this critical step can be responsible for 
of cryopreservation, indicated that cooling is lowering amounts of stored blood. The more 
a critical point in the preservation. Since all _ error there is in recovering the frozen cells, 

ethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) are the two most cells contain water, much care must be taken __ the more of the supply must be used. 
commonly used agents. An effective agent _ in this step. If ice crystals form, the cell will be 
can enter the cell wall and delay the inner _ killed, rendering the sample unusable. If re- _ It is clearly difficult to use cryopreservation 
freezing of the water. The two aforemen- _ searchers were to refine this cumbersome pro- with a high degree of success. This is why 
tioned agents are generally considered the _ cess, both our ability to preserve blood and __ researchers like Brower and Professor James 
most effective, but they do not work with the amount of blood stock would increase. H. Southard of the Department of Surgery 
every type of cell. The correct agent must be at the University of Wisconsin Clinical Sci- 
used before the cell can be preserved. It is Storage of the blood is very important. The _ ences Center are working towards improve- 
difficult to separate and preserve each of the _ stored amount of blood in hospitals and clin- ments. 
many types of cells within a blood sample. _ ics is too low. The storage temperature of the 

SS ——e0Newa—wxw—wrewwwooOn99waOooonononononoaonmnmoqoeeee eee eee 
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Along with the preservation of blood, re- [My a 4 V4 ie ae the long term. Currently, kidneys are good for 

searchers are attempting to improve the pres- i | ae . * = 48 to 72 hours, leaving many people waiting 

ervation of organs. Currently at UW-Madi- Aa ¥ ; _ ‘ ie l and oftentimes deprived of needed surgery. 

son, Southard and his team are researching OMEN GE New technology can change this. 
organ preservation and transplantation. : Yaar ag /S 3h Wee. 
Southard created a solution to store organs |@ gy 78465, Ps | V | = The tragedies of September 11 drew numer- 

in the late 1980’s and has become aleaderin [ys ¢ “fg Re a a ¥| ous people to blood donation centers. In fact, 

the field. Organs the team are researching |@W 7 (_ © a oe a | the turn out was so good that centers have 

include the kidney, liver and heart.“Ourob- J. Y | & _ Va ] been requesting that people come back ina 

jective,” said Southard, “is to improve organ Fe ae feyd F | month or two. This generosity is nice to see, 

transplantation for clinical applications.” he ce a! ££ | " | but it would be even nicer to see the day 

Vio Oe ue oN " when the blood will already be there due to 

The events of September 11, 2001 demon- a a sy ae - superior preservation techniques. That day 

strated to the world that we need a better ; ee me 4 might not be far away. 

way of storing blood and other critical or- if he 9), nl 

gans for the long term. Ina great display of s j | References: 

-_ i, Al < Simione, Frank P. “Cryopreservation Manual”. 

For ideal storage, the cells " “hij ’ = 3 Nalge Nunc International Corp. 1998. 

scant Wy y, | mere ya é 

should be stored at liquid ten lll Ai ] & http:/koww3.surgery.wisc.edu/~southard/ 
nitrogen temperatures j i te meee = | 8 

—————______—_—_—_. secre li (Bee i __ 3 Interview: Dr. William E. Brower. Conducted 
—_— eS ? over telephone on September 14, 2001. 

patriotism, the nation came together to help Thousands of blood donations were 

those in need. Only through improved blood made across the country inresponse to author Bio: This is Sam Strom’s first time 

preservation will we be able to give ample _ the September 11 terrorist attacks. writing for the Wisconsin Engineer magazine. 
help for a situation of this magnitude in the Sam is a freshman at UW-Madison who is 

future. Improved techniques would not only people could, in effect, donate to themselves currently pursuing a bachelor’s degree in 

have national and global implications, but _ incase of an emergency. Some already do this, Computer Engineering. Sam graduated from 

also personal implications. The best blood for _ but as previously mentioned, this process is Brookfield East High School last spring, which 

someone in need is his or her own. With a _ expensive and therefore unavailable tomany _ is located in his hometown of Brookfield, WI. 

better, less expensive way to store blood, people. Larger organs could also be saved for 

ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE 

The Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago 

seeks entry-level engineers to join this award-winning world- 

recognized leader in the design, construction, maintenance and ie 

operation of wastewater treatment facilities. Ami Affiliated 

Recognized as one of only 10 MONUMENTS OF THE MILLENNIUM Jt en El Engineers 

by the American Society of Civil Engineers, we reversed the flow of 

the Chicago River and continued to develop our Deep Tunnel Project. . . saps re 

Are you one of these excellent engineers needed to preserve and interested uy working with industry specialists 

further our legacy of excellence? on technically challenging projects in an 

Civil Engineers » Environmental Engineers environment of professional freedom? As a 

Structural cnn Mechanical Engineers leader in the facilities design field, AEI hires 
ectrical Engineers a 

spect an talented individuals who can develop and 

hs ile ral information ‘nel ‘spatial serve our markets. Providing long-term 

Metropolitan Water Reclamation District Sebi) Bite pesiesslaival prowdicior our 
of Greater Chicago employees is important to us. We are an equal 

TO East ere tect Sra ti, opportunity employer, welcoming people from 

Ghiceay, Leet ike BS) all backgrounds. Questions? Email us at: 

(312) 751-5073 FAX BC |e €a hr@aeieng.com 
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COVER STORY 

a 

rdens: Rain Ga 
Something for Everyone 

By Ellen Considine ‘ 

© you remember the Fresno State if . YE, Nua, 
game, when kickoff was delayed ag ao Tn Wists < TS ne, Wally 
several hours until the rain let up? (oe sk "Srna, teas "isa, 

If you, too, were driving that afternoon, you s a "Meaney, "Tenany sy + kip know what I’m talking about. Like it always a - SS MOR weeny, vay ooo i FI i 
does, University Avenue flooded over. Not 2 / ” ome ee { | ‘sia 
only is this flooding frustrating for drivers, 0) WG es ee ioe ened iI Re 
butitis also costly for Shorewood and Spring a FE coutlizeens = = a 
Harbor residents. Moreover, this stormwater Siete t | 4 \ Poe ewe re ee 2 oan pours into Madison’s lakes, which destroys =e Sl iam ie aa ce mene -— 
their natural ecosystems. Ls ; See. ti(‘ Kk sta et ee i 

Fortunately for future Madisonians, UW- ace | i [. eee ae Na S ca ee Focuses TE Madison, citizen groups, and the state gov- e | ae eee piss - ee iB 
ernment are working to alleviate these iat ogg eee Ree 2 AS Bye 
stormwater problems. But first, a review of | : : ‘ a r < 
the water cycle—it’s more intricate than you : : ee : 3 
think. oo) — lee a 

f : finn c 8 

It rains. The water can either run off into , ° streams and lakes as surface water or infil- This pond near the new pharmacy building has been designed to capture excess 
trate down through the soil to become rainwater to prevent flooding. 
groundwater. This groundwater saturates 
the underground sand and rock, turning the As Madison has grown and developed, hu- _ than it is recharging. Since groundwater 
strata into aquifers. When we operate wells, _ mans have built more and more impervious — flows in from the undeveloped area around 
we're pulling groundwater out of aquifers. surfaces. Roofs, roads and parking lots are greater Madison, our wells don’t go dry. This 
An interesting situation arises when the all examples of impervious surfaces. Rain does, however, explain our disappearing 
groundwater in an aquifer is under enough __ hits these surfaces and runs off into street trout streams. 
pressure to make the water rise naturally to gutters. Look at all the roof and concrete area 
the ground surface. Most people call this a around you; these create severe runoff.When Trout thrive in spring-fed streams. These 
spring, geologists like to call it an artesian __ it rains, water that used to infiltrate now goes cold streams run year-round at a nearly con- 
well. into storm sewers and streams, which just _ stant temperature. When water tables drop, 

cannot handle these volumes. springs start to dry up and their constituent 
Professor Kenneth Potter of Civil and Envi- streams’ conditions fluctuate more dramati- 
ronmental Engineering (CEE) points out that Not only is this quantity of stormwater un- cally with rainfall. Streams that are fed by 
groundwater and surface water are not in- manageable, but also the quality of stormwater exhibit irregular flow and higher 
dependent of each other. Earth hasa constant — stormwater is unacceptably low. Imagine the _ temperatures. Since warm water cannot hold 
volume of water. If there is excess runoff (ie, chemicals and debris that gather in gutters as much oxygen as cold water, the trout dis- 
surface water) then there will be less infil- and run into lakes with the stormwater. appear. 
tration (i.e., groundwater). These translate 
into higher lakes, flashier streams, and lower These are the obvious effects of urban de- Clearly, we need more infiltration and less 
groundwater tables. Butcana human popu- velopment on the water cycle. But how is _ runoff. Urban sprawl won’t slow down, and 
lation really change a region’s hydrology? —_ groundwater affected? As stormwater run- developers are reluctant to experiment with 
Yes. Two hundred years ago, near-west _ off increases, aquifer recharge decreases. In _ unorthodox environmentally sensitive solu- 
Madison probably didn’t flash flood like it other words, water doesn’t soak in and tions. In the past, planners have reverted to 
does today. Incidentally, south-central Wis- groundwater levels drop. Half of asolution of the 1930’s: infiltration basins. 
consin used to be overrun with quality trout — Wisconsin’s population gets its water from During the 1930’s, Long Island, New York 
streams. Are the two unrelated? No, says aquifers. According to Potter, urban Dane _ was experiencing the same water manage- 
Potter. Here’s why: County uses groundwater two times faster ment crisis that midwestern cities face today. 
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Its springs were drying up, and flooding was _ Rain gardens, which are sunken plots of na-_ Will Bannerman’s single-family-home rain 
growing more severe. Long Island is made tive prairie plants, may be seen on garden make a difference in Madison’s hy- 
of glacial till, which is a mixture of silt, sand | Bannerman’s west side lawn. A closer look — drology? It may. The rain garden concept 
and gravel through which water easily per- reveals something different about these gar-_ only came to Wisconsin from Maryland four 
colates. Given this geology, city engineers dens. They lie a few inches lower than the _ years ago. Thanks in part to the proven suc- 
introduced the infiltration basin, which has — surrounding lawn, are surrounded by berms cess of Bannerman’s lawn, communities 

been effective in that terrain. Infiltration ba- and are level across. Their giveaway is the such as Middleton, Poynette, Fitchburg and 
sins may be several feet deep and up tohun- gutter drainpipe, which leads directly into | Minoqua are considering investing in rain 
dreds of feet long. Runoff flows into the hol- _ the depression. gardens. At the St. Francis development near 
low and soaks into the ground. Since one Madison, a new deed restriction requires a 

infiltration basin may serve a large area, this While the rain that hits your roof probably 300 square-foot rain garden at each home. 
simple solution appeals to planners and __ feeds into street gutters, rain that falls on 
engineers. Bannerman’s house is directed into a rain Keep an eye out for the forthcoming rain 

garden. The trapped stormwater is forced to garden information pamphlet to be put out 
Why not use infiltration basins here? infiltrate. This replenishes the groundwater by the United States Geological Survey 
Wisconsin’s soil contains much more silt—a system and diverts stormwater away from (USGS) and Wisconsin DNR, in cooperation 
very fine, small soil particle—than that of _ lakes. Bannerman says that his rain gardens — with UW-Extension. Also coming soon is a 

Long Island. Runoff carries this material into rarely overflow and drain quickly: A few rain garden how-to book, edited by 
the infiltration basin, and the silt eventually inches of runoff in a 10’ by 12’ rain garden Bannerman (Wisconsin DNR) and Judy 

forms an impervious layer on the floor of the _ will soak in within hours. Wierl (USGS). In addition, local landscapers 

basin. This seal prevents water from soak- and environmental firms such as Applied 
ing in. Wisconsin's organic topsoil inhibits | The hidden beauty of the rain gardens is its Ecological Services can point rain garden 
infiltration as well, since bacteria colonies in low cost. Potter states that rain gardens can _ enthusiasts in the right direction. 
the soil can also form an impermeable layer. be installed at new developments at costs 
Infiltration basins have been used withsome comparable to conventional stormwater con- Author Bio: Ellen Considine is a senior in 
success in this area, but they can be costly to veyance systems. Professionally built rain Geological Engineering. Since her current 
design and maintain. gardens at pre-existing homes run in the — housing circumstances prevent her from con- 

$2000 range, but with proper guidance and __ structing her own rain garden, she can only 
Perhaps the key to an effective infiltration a shovel, a homeowner can build his or her _ covet everyone else’s. 
basin is to catch the water before itrunsover own rain garden for only the cost of plants, 

soil and picks up sediment. Roger which generally starts around $200. 
Bannerman of the Wisconsin Department of 
Natural Resources (DNR) puts it best when _ In addition, rain gardens require less space 
he says: “Store the water as close as possible than one might expect. Bannerman and 
to where it fell.” In essence, contain the Potter’s research indicates that a rain 

* F F , , 534 (0) 
stormwater immediately after it runs off the garden s optimum ana is 10% of the con- BOB’S COPY SHOP 

roof, sidewalk or parking lot. Potter and _ tributing impervious surface’s area. That 
Bannerman have figured out this piece of the means that an effective rain garden only Color Copies Transparencies 
stormwater puzzle: rain gardens. needs to be one-tenth the size of your roof! Custom Color Calendars 
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This pond should serve a dual purpose: water storage and aesthetic scenery. 
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Streambank Stabilization 

By Eric Vieth i ; eo a a 
reo bares C 

very young angler dreams about his eM : acc s | 
E;: her once-in-a-lifetime catch. | a Bios : | 

Most (like me), are still waiting for F ake wy 
that moment to come. Growing up in 2 
northeastern Wisconsin, I've been fortu- oe ~ 
nate to have had the opportunity to ex- cae : : ye 
plore the waters of the Great Lakes region. oats f | oS Q #' 
Freshwater game fishing is a part my life ee eas Loe a e I 
that will never fade away, yet | wonder if ‘ gare ~ a aS 4 a 
my "prize catch" will be driven away by S i : eS eae eeu 
the diminishing freshwater quality of the fy y Te” eee | 

eS i oe Ne 
Lake Superior is well known for its vari- sf, eer toy eee ce | 

‘ b. je Ss gr ae ee ii-| 2 ety of game fish. Chequamegon Bay, at the \ We ~ Se are x x pes 
southwestern end of the lake, produces Fi, a as as 2 a ae at: AE Se IE 4 (an OaRe y ee eee § some of the nation’s largest smallmouth }' 7a of if eS 3 Mook ge call B i . wee Ae ss i. -. 6 ge, 5 
bass. While most species within the bay ag) 5404 ae a = ao eee : - ae. fe 

ishi +38, Sik nea dt th ae Se aca 8 are flourishing, some species in North eagle yh gem ; "3 ee oer ‘ yo ae gl S 
Fish Creek and other tributaries to the Bay 4118 ass m2 Pt, SE STS : i> 18 
are in serious jeopardy. Fisheries in these North Fish Creek has been used as a project site for submerged vane research. 

streams are threatened by aquatic habitat 

loss due to high levels of upper stream According to a 1999 U.S. Geological Sur- _ the University of Wisconsin-Madison and 
bank erosion and lower stream sedimen- vey (USGS) report, the change in land the USGSMiddleton Office. UW-Madison 
tation. The main sediment sources in cover (mainly clear-cutting) and agricul- Civil Engineering professors John Hoopes 
North Fish Creek are 17 large bluffs that tural development by European settlers is and Ken Potter, two graduate students 
are eroding and depositing heavy sedi- what promoted unfavorable geomorphic (Heather Whitman and David Poggi) and 
ment loads upon spawning beds of brook alterations in North Fish Creek. Some of USGS research hydrologist Faith 
trout, brown trout, Coho salmon and _ these changes are associated with in- Fitzpatrick are conducting this investiga- 
steelhead. creased run-off and precipitation, rising tion to demonstrate the effectiveness of 

lake levels and submerged vanes for streambank protec- 
floodplain loss. tion. Submerged vanes are flat plates or 
This once-stable _ foil-shaped structures that are anchored 
stream has been _ to the streambed and angled into the flow. 

* drastically af- The research team examined a number of 
fected by these bank stabilization techniques based on 
changes. cost-effectiveness, environmental con- 

cerns, feasibility and operational history. 
The channel insta- 

og = bility and erosion Submerged vanes were evaluated for their 
aay a = problems at the effectiveness in preventing further bluff 

| ; al e North Fish Creek erosion. The vanes are distributed in ar- 
Wane 5 site prompted the _ rays along the length of the channel. 

Ge | Channel bed § Wisconsin De- 
Flow a IS partment of Natu- The three-foot-long vanes act like airplane 

g ral Resources to wings and induce a tip vortex (helical mo- 
8 funda research tion). This vortex induces cross-channel 

. og . = project bya team stresses that cause scour on the channel 
Schematic of flow situation showing vane-induced of researchers at side and deposition on the bank side of 
circulation. 
—————  eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeSesesessssssHssssHsesese oe——_—E~——~  —~zc_——>———eeE~Kx»~iayQKxHxEIyyyyXyXyy—E>yEEEE>——zx*x=z=xiyiK&_oc—Czi7i&&i—=i=—&&=_=_—o 
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the vanes in each array. Under high flow arrays, six upstream and i 
conditions, submerged vanes apply a__ nine through the bend. The 4 
torque to the flow that opposes the torque vanes are oriented at 20 de- —[atutry 
due to the centrifugal force of the flowin grees to the local stream \ y_Banklull water level - 
the bend. This moves the faster-flowing flow. The vanes are com- \ 8 
water away from the outside bank. The _ posed of high-density poly- \ s 
induced whirling motion causes the chan- ethylene and fastened to NM scmsregemu Vi. Oe eo = 
nel to scour the point bar (inner bank in rebar at the channel bottom. " Vans og eee Se = 
the bend), which moves the channel to- Sf] 8 | PE Diizinal bea = 

ward the inner bank and stabilizes the This design permits the New bed 8 
outside bank. Due to the sediment load _ vanes to be buried over time 3 

of the stream, the vanes will become bur- because of local sediment Schematic showing vane-induced change in 

ied by deposition along the outside bank. accumulation and has been ¢hannel bed profile. 
shown to be effective in 
causing desired geomor- 

This design permits the phic changes. Recent surveys, including _ be installed along the whole stream (and 
. . channel cross-sections, have shown prom- __ perhaps other streams in the region) if this 

vanes to be buried over time ising evidence of point bar retreat and is- demonstration project is a success. The 
because of local sediment land erosion opposite to the bluff side. inhibition of productive spawning in this 
accumulation and has been The UW-Madison study will continue to _ tributary arouses questions and concerns 

~ e monitor the stream flow and channel con- about the future well being of our Lake 
shown to be effective in ditions in order to assess the performance Superior recreational fisheries. Hopefully, 

causing desired geomorphic of these vanes. A second bluff location has _ streambank stabilization using submerged 
changes been selected along North Fish Creek; vanes is the right answer. 

——_—<— —— plans for installing vanes there this fall are 

underway. 
References: 

This technique was chosen after previous Modern Civil Engineering practices in- 
soil bioengineering efforts proved unsuc- volving submerged vanes for preventing Barkdoll, B., Ettema, R., Odgaard, A., 
cessful in bank protection. Common struc- bank erosion are being used frequently “Sediment Control at Lateral Diversions: 
tural reinforcement methods (e.g., riprap, throughout the world. In the North Fish Limits and Enhancements to Vane Use,” 

gabions, sheet piling, dikes) were not con- Creek case study, UW-Madison research- Journal of Hydraulic Engineering, Ameri- 
sidered, as they require site access by heavy ers are experimenting with this method can Society of Civil Engineers, August 
machinery. The application of submerged _ to stabilize an eroding streambank that is 1999. 
vanes allows for low-cost hand installation affecting precious aquatic habitat. Other 
that minimizes ecological disruption. alternatives, such as the addition of de- Whitman, H., Hoopes, J., Poggi, D., 

For this project, a site was chosen along a__ tention basins to reduce upstream flood _ Fitzpatrick, F., Walz, K., “Demonstration 
bend on one of the 17 eroding bluffs. The _ flows, are still being considered. It is pos- and Field Evaluation of Streambank Sta- 
layout consists of 45 vanes arranged in15 sible, however, that submerged vanes will  bilization with Submerged Vanes,” Pro- 

ceedings, ASCE Wetlands 2001 Confer- 
: ence, August 2001. 

i a Si if 3 hes 

a oF. oe Hee ic me ae ‘Z necipelid Fitzpatrick, F., Knox, J., Whitman, H., “Ef- 

Ore ere ia Se oe | o fects of Historical Land-Cover on Flood- 
fee Re se agi as camel tee ing and Sedimentation, North Fish Creek, 
oe CO aeT Ga a pe ee ae eT x a Wisconsin,” Water-Resources Investiga- 
fa Se sf AS ap ee ce = oe “_ ’ ; i tions Report 99-4083, USGS, June 1999. 

es eee LS ay 
Sie : es et  eertitsCz=CCti‘R Author Bio: Eric Vieth is a junior major- 

° Wjemartic ee = ing in Civil Engineering. Eric enjoys fish- 
Oia ae gerard $i: ing, hunting, and playing basketball. If his 

: oy : | ae engineering career aspirations fall short he 
: \ plans on learning to play the guitar and 

ne S moving to Nashville! 
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4 

= 
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Submerged vanes redirect water flow toward the inner bank of the stream. 
—————— 
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lo: An satellite Radio: } 
4 \ a = 

4 )/Emerging Media , 
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Technolo z y 4 SERS 

y e.. Ss 
By Matthew Gorajski end of 2001. To those who would like the y Be 2 fiw. 8 

aS . a 7 < , £ rig € 
service specifically for the driving experi- — ae S 

magine going on a long road trip and _ ence, car units are already available for pur- Meg on ae : 
I never changing the radio station. Now chase, and within the next few years, auto- ea é 

imagine not hearing a single commercial _ manufacturers will begin pre-installing them. ‘ of = 
for that entire time. Sound like a fantasy? 8 
Well, it may soon be possible, thanks to the The process of transmitting satellite radio 8 
new media concept of satellite radio. In _ broadcasts to home or mobile listeners con- Above is an artist's rendition of one of 
much the same way that “small-dish” satel- _ sists of three components. A broadcast stu- XM's two Boeing 702 satellites. 
lite television enhanced home-viewing upon —_ dio where production takes place uplinks the 
its emergence in 1994, satellite radio prom- programming to satellites orbiting the earth, 
ises to change the way we tune-in to audio, | which beam the signal back down onto the 
boasting a number of enticing features to po- _ entire United States. This eliminates the need 
tential customers. Hundreds of stations, CD to change stations as the listener moves In Marchand May of 2001, XM launched two 
quality sound, commercial-free music sta- around the country. Ground-based radio _ ten-megawatt Boeing 702 satellites into geo- 

tions and availability across millions of broadcasts begin to fade at only about 30 _ stationary orbit (i.e., orbit above the equa- 
square miles are some of the benefits for cus- miles from their signal source. Ground re- _ tor) 22,000 miles above the earth. Named 
tomers willing to pay a monthly feeand the _peaters are the third component; they am- “Rock” and “Roll,” the pair of satellites will 
cost of satellite-compatible stereos. Twocom- __plify and relay the signals in urban areas, broadcast 100 channels of audio. Seventy- 
panies, XM and Sirius, will be offering au- where tall buildings block satellite line-of- one of the channels will be music, of which 

dio via satellite to the United States by the _ sight. at least 30 will be commercial-free. The re- 
maining 29 channels will be talk, news, 

__ 7 SS _ sports and other entertainment. Broadcast- 

oo — - ae | ing has already begun in San Diego and 
fe _ _ | : | Dallas/Fort Worth, and it will be available 

= Dl — : | in the southwestern United States by Octo- 
el 

— Lm _ _ 
' Ne _— | Seventy-one of the channels 

) *. a oF - . . . 
id = a st | will be music, of which at 
ih wy, >. 7 Se a _|__ least 30 will be commercial- 

yo a “ OS free 
iy ~oqa, el 

' eg A / NG 
i. NOS A, Sapeviat © sy NG ber 15. The service will cost $9.99 per month 

Ne ~ Yh WAAL \ “~——__| and is scheduled to be fully operational by 
om te sy (| November 15, 2001. XM has agreements 
a “soe oN eo a with General Motors, American Honda Mo- 

. Se . \ a | tor Co., American Isuzu, Suzuki, Freightliner 

Ci fl nts q t & and Peterbilt to pre-install AM/FM/SAT radios 

' \ y iv \ 3 in their vehicles. Home radios from Sony, Al- 

I 4 , {1 = pine, Panasonic, Sharp and Pioneer are al- 
| f 4 ‘ § ready available at major electronics retailers. 
eg a | eae \ : The XM website (www.xmradio.com) offers 

a a es bey : pe S information on every channel, searchable by 

| 1 lead | & \ |= category or number. Channel numbers are 
i =18 conveniently grouped together by content. 

0 g For example, channels 40 to 52 are rock mu- 
" . sic, and channels 120 to 134 are news. 

One of XM’s two seven-meter uplink satellite dishes is located at the company’s 
Washington D.C. headquarters. 
ee eee ee 
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Sirius Satellite Radio favorite local stations. Panasonic, Kenwood, _ Just as satellite television has not rendered 

Alpine, Pioneer, Sony and several other ste- cable and ground-based broadcast television 

Sirius (http://www.siriusradio.com) uses a reo manufacturers have released satellite- obsolete, satellite radio is unlikely to over- 

system of three satellites for its broadcasts. compatible models for Sirius. They will throw the current radio infrastructure. XM 

The satellites were all launched last year, soon be available at major electronic retail- and Sirius do not have plans to broadcast 

and they orbit directly above the United _ ers. Sirius will charge $12.95 per month for local stations. They will broadcast their own 

States (as opposed to geostationary orbit). PROgPaurng ae well as the audio program- 

This increases line-of-sight with the satellite —§— ££. OO. A ming of national networks, such as CNN and 

and is claimed to provide better reception. Sirius will broadcast 100 ESPN. 

Sirius will broadcast 100 channels of audio, . . 

50 of which will be commercial-free music. channels of audio, 50 of Sources: 

Agreements with Ford (which includes Lin- which willbe All information obtained from 
coln, Mazda, Jaguar and Volvo), commercial-free music http://www.siriusradio.com and 
DiamlerCrysler (which includes Chrysler, @§ ——_—_—_—————_—_ $$$ —<—-—sSO“ tt tp ://we.xmradio.com 

Dodge, Jeep and Mercedes-Benz) and BMW 

promise exclusive installation of satellite ra-__ their service and is expected to begin broad- Author Bio: 

dios for the Sirius service in their automo- casting by the end of 2001. All three satel- Matthew Gorajski is a junior majoring in En- 

biles. These radios will also be AM/FM com- lites have been tested in orbit and are opera- _ gineering Mechanics and Astronautics. This 

patible, so that listeners can tune-in to their _ tional. is his second Wisconsin Engineer article. 

ee 

ARTISTS and DOODLERS! 

Wisconsin Engineer Magazine is having a logo contest! 

Several Categories of Competition! 
Grand Prize: $100 

Entries of all sorts accepted: pencil and paper, watercolors, Adobe Photoshop, ray-trace, etc. 

Try your hand and win some money! Submit today! 
a 

Competition Categories: 

- Acover logo: 7” wide x 2” tall 

- A table of contents and letterhead logo: 4” wide x 1” tall 

- A page gutter logo: 1” wide x 0.3” tall 

- A general logo: 3” wide x 3” tall 

- An endit, as appears at the end of an article: ~ 10 point type 
ara area NNN ccc te 

e 

Contest Deadline: December 10th, 2001 

For entry forms and additional information, contact us at: 

MAIL WEBSITE E-MAIL 

Wisconsin Engineer Magazine 

ATTN: Logo Contest http:/ /www.wisconsinengineer.org wiscengr@cae.wisc.edu 
1513 University Avenue 
Madison, WI 53706 
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ON CAMPUS MHA 

Take To the Skies k— 

By Aaron Bock er ce DOr Sa 

raditionally, the Department of Engi- ae ee ———— . ~ > Sy, 
neering Mechanics and Astronautics ee ye oo con a = 
(EMA) does not receive the same level Pee | bias ate ae aS = =. . 

of attention and recognition as many other a fee] oe os ae _. aS a | 
engineering departments at the University ee Ay Lal ot ~~ s ‘ tae > | 
of Wisconsin-Madison. The EMA depart- fi) — | BE ’ 4 a ee a 
ment is outnumbered in members by at least ™ a ey A Ls ay SN < ee — 
three-to-one when compared to larger de- oe ee I oN he zy a 
partments, such as Electrical Engineering ee Poe 3 > pS y BeOS 
and Mechanical Engineering. Sheer numbers : . wy on j > ae 
alone allow these larger departments to ee 7 {E : | 
sponsor many extracurricular activities, pri- ee. ee S x . esl 
marily oriented around automobile building eae 2 ae ———— 
(e.g., Future Car, Future Truck, Formula One). Pe ae eS 2 g 
EMA students have only recently had an op- De Se es : oe Gees 2 
portunity to undertake a similar project ori- ao ee 3 
ented around their typical aerospace interests. 8 

3 
an 

Last spring, the UW-Madison student chap- Above is an assembly of the horizontal stabilizer and elevator. 
ter of the American Institute of Aeronautics 
and Astronautics (AIAA) announced the — Anderson says. “This project provides them on their own.” Indeed, the project members 
launch of a plan to construct a lightweight — with that experience and at the same time _ have often found themselves consulting the 
aircraft, the first project of its kind on cam- _ gives them something aerospace-related.” EAA for assistance with the design process. 
pus. In charge of the project is Dr. Mark The only component of the craft that the stu- 
Anderson, who is involved in the Depart- To some, the concept of constructing one’s _ dents will not be building themselves is the 

own personal aircraft may seem likea foreign _ engine, which they will purchase from BW. 
~~ concept. However, such an undertaking is 
“Most EMA students don’t get actually quiteacommonhobby amongmany _ Design details are but one of many aspects 
much experience with actual aerospace enthusiasts. Evidence of this can be that make the airplane construction chal- 

ea : _ seen in the annual Experimental Aircraft As- _ lenging. In addition, this is also a first-time- 
hands-on building projects in sociation (EAA) air show in Oshkosh, WI,ev- _ for-everyone type of project. While Ander- 
the course of their studies,” ery summer. This event usually involveshun- _ son has experience in machining and manu- 
Anderson says. “This project dreds of these people flying in small aircraft facturing techniques, and many of the stu- 

. 2 they built, and occasionally designed, them- dents involved have participated in aero- 
provides them with that EXPE- selves. It is Anderson’s hope that the project space related classes and co-ops, none have 

rience...” will be finished in time to fly the airplane into _ ever assumed the task of the actual building 
a, ©) Xt SUMMer’S Exhibition. of an aircraft. “It’s something new to all of 

us, so it’s naturally more difficult the first 
ment of Engineering Physics as well as the As with any project of its type, design con- _ time through,” Anderson remarks. Addition- 
Fusion Technology Institute. Anderson cepts are key issues in building this airplane. _ ally, because of the relatively small size of 
serves primarily as an advisor to the students __ It is by no means a-‘model airplane’ where the AIAA student chapter and the $20,000 
involved in the project. Since EMA students you simply take the pieces out of the boxand budget the project carries, extensive 
deal primarily with design concepts and follow the assembly instructions. Anderson fundraising is needed. Since making the 
theory rather than actual construction, _ stresses that, although the students have blue- project and its goals public, the AIAA has 
Anderson provides machining and produc- prints and flowcharts, intuition is still in- received generous monetary support from 
tion concepts to supplement their knowl- volved. “Even though we've got a lot of in- _ several organizations and businesses. These 
edge. “Most EMA students don’t get much _ formation at our disposal, it’s stillby no means include Boeing, Sonnex, Quartus, Pointwise 
experience with actual hands-on building —asimple process,” he claims. “There are stilla and the AIAA professional chapter and the 
Projects in the course of their studies,” lot of things the students have to figure out UW-Madison College of Engineering. 

eee EQ === 
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The funds generated have been used to purchase >-—E = | i oe 
not only raw materials for the initial stages of a : co — aa 
the building process, but also to buy tools and 2, ig): 7 
testing equipment for the airplane. The construc- | : | 
tion site in the basement of Engineering Hall is 1. penaneee 
being slowly converted to a virtual aerodynam- aN ee lg j ae 

“Even though we’ve got a lot sonex 
of information at our dis- _e 1 — 

posal, it’s still by no means a SS a 
simple process” Lo 

—$— —  —s See ‘| 
ics lab, according to Anderson. In addition to ea : ee iia id sal 
housing the airplane materials and the tools nec- ay ek f eS ae a ie iid 
essary for construction, a wind tunnel and a de- is ee iy Ss Taig er ith ms Fs g 
veloping Zero-G Project also reside there—all ff oe _ iid fel ; Se LTT oh] a 7 z 

property of the AIAA. , | 1 ie ret! il 8 
a 8 

Student involvement is another factor that is = lll AR 

key to the project’s success. When itbegan last _ Project leader Mark Anderson holds the unfinished horizontal stabilizer next to the 
spring, over a dozen students worked on the __ vertical stabilizer of the sonex plane 
airplane for one or two nights a week. Over 
the summer, many of these students left the It is Anderson’s hope that the fall semester craft will be completed sometime this sum- 
area because of summer internships or co-ops, _ will yield the same number of members that mer and perhaps make an appearance at the 
which left only two who regularly attended — worked on the project in the spring. Since Oshkosh air show in July. 
building sessions. Even so, these two students _ there is no one best path to follow to the 

were able to complete the vertical tail stabi-_airplane’s completion, multiple components — Author Bio: Aaron Bock is a senior in the EMA 
lizer. Following its completion, the students of the craft could be worked on simulta- department, and is also involved in the AIAA. 
began work on the side stabilizers and arecur- neously. Given a good turnout throughout 
rently working on it. the academic year, it is possible that the air- 
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ENERG YSHHHHH-_, _ 

Energy at the Madison 

Children’s Museum 

By Meena Vairavan and Shana Scheiber The show mostly attracted children from and head of publicity for the event, there 

—— ~~ ages three to six. Puppet characters Judy and were three major goals for the exhibit: In- 

| essons learned in childhood are often Jody helped children understand the impor- _ creasing science literacy in the Madison com- 
carried into adulthood. Recognizing tance of energy conservation through their munity, promoting research projects under- 
this, the University of Wisconsin- adventures in the Land of Watt. The perfor- way at UW-Madison and encouraging 

Madison College of Engineering, inconjunc- mance allowed audience participation young people to choose a career in engineer- 

tion with the Madison Children’s Museum, _ through songs and question-and-answer ses- ing. With the help of parents and other 
organized an instructive and enjoyable ex- _ sions that instilled the importance of energy adults, children were able to learn very im- 
hibit to help children aged two to nine un- conservation. portant ideas about a variety of energy pro- 
derstand energy and energy conservation. duction and conservation methods. The ex- 
“Making Electricity without Making Smoke” Another program taught children ages seven _ hibit encouraged people to think about how 

was available to the public from September to nine about electromagnetic energy energy is used and which forms of energy 

11" to the 16". Displays covered various en- _ through the construction of a simple electro- production are best for the future. 
ergy production techniques along with the | magnet consisting of a small nail, a battery, 
advantages and disadvantages of different paperclips and copper wire. The nail was _ John Robinson, exhibit coordinator, says the 
energy sources, including combustion, wind —_ magnetized by electricity running through — Madison Children’s Museum would like to 

power, solar power, nuclear power and hy- _ the coils of wire wrapped around it. Chil- develop a more thoroughly researched, long- 

droelectric sources. These displays at- dren really enjoyed putting the electromag- term energy exhibit. The museum has re- 

tempted to communicate complex issues net together and were able to learn about yet quested the help of UW-Madison students 
concerning traditional and renewable energy —_ another type of energy with the help of par- enrolled in EPD 160: Introduction to Engi- 
to young children. ents and other adults. Other programs in- neering. For their semester design project, 

cluded constructing solar ovens and wind some students were responsible for observ- 

In addition to the displays, several special machines. 
programs were organized to target different 
age groups. One of these programs was a__ According to Rebecca Smith, head of Engi- 
pees sho called “The Wizard of Watt.” neering External Relations at UW-Madison Puppet characters Judy and 

Jody helped children under- 
a Ea | stand the importance of 

| Pe oe a PC ___| energy conservation through 
at rtrtstsisaSe —  . | their adventures in the Land 

a r— rr lt. | f Watt 
a =—rh—hvOmUmUmrmC—t—s—s—s—sSS — sa ae ona 
Oe eee ae ea a 

Dl _ - i 1 iE a | ae oo _ ia ing the exhibit and conducting interviews to 

Ao ere ore a _ _ - oF . discern what children knew about energy 
aks Se ae - «| and how much they learned from the exhibit. 

Student Iso asked to mak - De | OS _ oe udents were also asked to make recom 

Ulm U —_— -.  hO hss < i ~__|__ mendations for the more permanent exhibit. 
RS Alps ff : ~S, _ _ __|__ The results of this survey will be presented 

aside : de ar) “a auf 3 NY Vid to the museum at the end of the Fall 2001 
Loe ites fi Ned a ae | semester. Future EPD 160 students may be 
bad % i f 4 cee te Ae g" i= — asked to use these ideas to build exhibits for 

"gs et ale Our A ae q 5 : ‘ i. _ Tae | display in the museum. 

lot Meh ee RY 4 US Le 5 
Wee) OL EV Zorg aS =] , SO i, | 2 The Madison Children’s Museum is a valu- 

ae Bs A, awe 3S = able asset to our community. Its dedication 
16g - 2 = , mm i adh. 2 to educating our youth is admirable. The 
Pay ae . . 8 UW-Madison College of Engineering ac- 

: \ 8 tively supports the organization and aims to 

A display of numerous devices that stimulate air movement and either use or help the museum with its future exhibits. 

create electricity. 
eee es el: .*«KkK«===«*=*=««==€=[TE""={Ii=x=x=*#**""*x""]aHUa_aaa""_—a_—__={={=a== 
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Author Bios: Ce rr LF res 
Shana Scheiber is a Mechanical Engineer- | 8 98 ——, 
ing major graduating this coming December. | a ee a » 

5 : ee ae 2 i. F Her plans after graduation are stillnotdeter- | a ape a . 27 4 \ 

mined. eo ee / eet cee occa ae ae : 
=e as. le eo . 5 

Meena Vairavan willbe graduatinginDecem- | a : co a , _ ee 
ber with degrees in Electrical Engineering ened eo oo a  @ } _— | 
and Computer Science. In spite of this, she | ce — rr=—<tis—sOSSZCNOtwtwtsSswéswiétsisC«;Sts oe 
has managed to have a life that involvesa | | Por CC rt~<‘“‘_iOO‘OOOU Ces re rrrrrC rc Srststi—‘R ioe 
few friends (if she remembers to pay them). | , — 4 (| mare od 

a a a a av 
| —r—r—“‘“—OCOCOSCSrr”r”s~—~—~—~SsSSt = hc!!! LU 

Information about the r”t—“‘“‘i‘<‘i‘<i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘i‘izaS]TOC~C;C;:;:~:;<C;]«©=2SCSrtrr ee ee ee ee ul 

: : i ees SE ae ae my 

Madison Children’s ll —"LlllCOrt—se Lo —-— = =—ri—‘<‘Cés _ : 5 

Museum and its up- [ whatdoweee. ll 5 

coming events can be ee ala _ _ 8 
[ a — 3 

found at An exhibit at the Madison Children’s Museum contemplating the uses of electricity. 

www.kidskiosk.org/ 
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Opportunities Abound 
For Engineers 

By Andrew Wentland Madison) is a Senior A ee 7] 
—eorv.§_— Quality Engineer - a 
W: layoffs, cutbacks and dispar- with Amerock, a divi- ae a 2! 

ity, where do you fitin? Many sion of Newell- ow Te ke oo , 
students and professionals are Rubbermaid.Shewas | “#2 jf? ‘e - 

inquisitive about the job market for engi- Corporate Metallur- |! === a A al 

neers during this time of economic freefal. gist with Textron Fas- | | —a i __. UE ec ere 
The city of Madison, unfortunately, lacks  tening Systems when ~ Pe 

the industry needed to support all the en- she was laid-off in i 9 : 
gineers coming out of UW-Madison. February 2001. “In | Ve Ne _ | / | 

today’s economic oo a : " on) 
Rockford, IL, however, holds many oppor- downturn, no one Em ye. ad “ BG 
tunities for engineers. Years ago, Rockford can be assured of J, # am ‘s > ~~ se 8 
was booming with industry, containing a keeping their job. |qNIitmtime Sa - “|g 
large job market for the engineers that Layoffs occur despite _ 7 = e 
UW-Madison produced. Although Rock- how hard working or  _ =. =... 5 
ford still supports several Fortune 500 ambitious a person ~ - ~ e 
companies, such as Newell-Rubbermaid, is,” Anderson ex- Two students sit ua 1610 Engineering Hall and 
Textron and United Technologies, it has plains. “The only discuss engineering topics. 
seen several economic lulls. The most se- way to protect your- 
vere was in 1981, when unemployment _ self is to take advantage of educational the 1.5 million engineers in 1998, nearly 
topped 20%and again in 1991 when un- opportunities and keep current on recent _ half of them were employed in industries 
employment skyrocketed. During the technological developments in your field. related to transportation and electronic 
most recent downsizing, many manufac- Remaining stagnant increases one’s diffi- equipment, and 166,000 were employed 
turing companies within Rockford re- culty in finding a different position.” by Federal, State and local governments. 
duced their staff or postponed hiring new Another 50,000 engineers were self-em- 
engineers. In an engineering career, an employee is _ ployed, mainly in consulting firms. 

required to do several tasks in multiple 
Despite this, there are still opportunities _ fields for success. In Anderson’s case,she The Department of Labor Statistics states 
for those that continuously improve their not only has to keep up in metallurgy, but _ that engineering employment opportuni- 
engineering skills. Sherilyn Anderson — in quality, customer service and mechan- ties are expected to be solid until 2008. 
(B.S.,’82 Metallurgical Engineering, UW- _ ics as well. 

Fae ~ T Anderson states, ats important wnen Opportunities for engineers 

L choosing a company to work for that the . 
; feet : some is dices Companies that are will be stable through the 

cnn, = , dependent upon a specific market divi: | Coming years, as turbulent 
. eet i s | sion, such as aerospace or automotive, ex- as they might be 

es net — i i perience stronger repercussions during =. 

rE . Xa a economic downturns. These companies 
Ke q | are more likely to reduce their engineer- Since most engineers work on long-term 
Pas . | ing departments.” projects, it is rare for corporations to lay- 

—a- / ad off engineers before their other workers, 
Ny "1s Arecent example of such an economic re- even during economic slowdowns. 

4 ys a ' | percussion was when Ford Motor Com- 
, Sr _ |€ pany laid off 5,000 white-collar workers, With the threat of war, the economy may 

aah a 3 primarily engineers, in mid-August. An- worsen, but engineering jobs will likely 
{ % other example is Textron, who has laid- increase. Government contracts lead to the 

q 3 off a total of 4,600 workers this year. growth of big business in not only re- 

An engineering student studies in the ACcORAITIONS thE DEDATREREORTABOE OF Search and development Put also mn hope of getting a good job. g to the Department of Labor, of manufacturing supplies and parts. 

—_——]———— 
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———— i arr nologies. Wentland states, “The amount competitors. With the merging of compa- 

it) 7. fhe of government contracts has dropped sig- nies, many duplicate departments occur. 
4 oe eT aan uae * i 

: Be ie so nificantly within the past decade. Our One of these is often scrapped, putting 

a1] — “ie . | business in 1982 consisted of two-thirds many engineers out of work. 

wh ao — of government contracts, while today that 

| Tee TU . amount only reaches about one-third.” No one can ever be sure of the stability of 

f if > , ee United Technologies recently hired both a job market. Despite the declining 

coe Aa 4 electrical and mechanical engineers but economy and recent incidents, rest as- 

\esnnanclanll . — . ieee | laid-off some mechanical engineers, de- sured that opportunities for engineers will 

ae A ee 2 pending on their field of specialty. be stable through the coming years, as 

oui a an 8 turbulent as they might be. 

Cae lee 
a en Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld 

LC ee 2 E proposed cutbacks that worried : 

ee (447) Wentland. Wentland once believed that Author Bio: Andrew L. Wentland is a 

: Se 1B the field of engineering was doomed with freshman, currently in biomedical engi- 

College Guy welcomes students to the these cutbacks, but the impending war _ neering. This is his first time writing for the 

world of Engineering. eliminated that anxiety. The increase in Wisconsin Engineer. 

defense spending will retain many jobs for 
engineers, likely creating some along the 
way. 

Efficient parts and materials are engi- e There were around 200,000, 

neered for the most effective military For instance, Lockheed Martin, a missile unemployed engineers in 1997. 

weapons. Engineers with degrees in the developer for the government, will get 

mechanical, electrical, metallurgical and more business as a result of U.S. military ° Engineers held one-and-a-half 

biomedical fields are commonly hired for actions. Currently, only at the dawn of a million jobs in 1998. 

government positions. war, there are more than 150 mechanical 

engineering jobs available within ° Empl ities f 

William Wentland (M.S., 82 Metallurgi- Lockheed Martin nationwide. ee oy mene Opportunites oF 

cal Engineering, UW-Madison) is the Prin- engineers are projected to be good 

ciple Materials Engineer at Hamilton On the other hand, Wentland observed through 2008. 

Sundstrand, a division of United Tech- that large corporations have acquired 

a nA gop. BPEL BIG. 
th IVY INN + Campus Shuttle Bs 

i * Pristine Guest Rooms s3ey = 
t HOTEL & RESTAURANT « Special UW Rate a, Ke ep i ng 
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Mh epee er me” you in touch 
SF Be ees pe ie + Fabulous Sunday Brunch 

AY SST eet lig. B ilities and (eae | Maas es eR + Banquet be ities and . th th ld 

NP “ Meeting Rooms 
a Experience the Distinctive Hospitality Wi e wor 

+, of a More Gracious Era "The Quiet Elegance and Charm of a Colonial nn, 
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AS Hy By 2355 University Avenue * Madison, WI 53705 
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Remit liscing About Engi eeril 1g il 
By Nicholas Mueller 

eee 

The latter half of this year’s “History of Engineering” conference was devoted to “pulpit,” where various attendees rose to the occasion 
and spouted off what they had learned in their years of study, research and professional practice. What follows is a brief summary of their 
most interesting comments. Many names have been withheld to protect the speakers from public exposure. 

Experimental/Professional Practice Advice Homework Advice Historical Perspective 

@ Any circuit design must contain at least In any formula, constants (especially Before Xerox, five carbons were the maxi- 
one part which is obsolete, two parts which those obtained from handbooks) are to be mum extension of anybody’s ego. 
are unobtainable, and three parts which are _ treated as variables. 

still under development. @ “As an adolescent I aspired to lasting 
@ Every nonzero finite dimensional inner fame, I craved factual certainty, and I thirsted 

# Anything cut to length will be too short. _ product space has an orthonormal basis. It fora meaningful vision of human life — so I 
makes sense, when you don’t think about it. became a scientist. This is like becoming an 

@ Measure with a micrometer. Mark with archbishop so you can meet girls.” . 
chalk. Cut with an axe. ® Ihave yet to see any problem, however —Matt Cartmill 

complicated, which, when you looked at it 

@ Weare all agreed that your theory iscrazy. in the right way, did not become still more Can i eral Knowledge The question which divides us is whether it CoMplicated. — Poul Anderson e 
is crazy enough to have a chance of being spy a ‘ 
correct. My own feeling is that itis not crazy  @ If mathematically you end up with the ¢ Artificial intelligence has the same rela- 
enough. —Niels Bohr _ wrong answer, try multiplying by the page tion to intelligence as artificial flowers have nuinbe:. to flowers. — David Parnas 

Weinberg, as a young grocery clerk, ad- . 
vised the grocery manager to get rid of ruta-__ @ It isnot that polar co-ordinates are compli-___® Heisenberg may have been here... 
bagas, which nobody every bought. He did cated, itis simply that Cartesian co-ordinates 
so. “Well, kid, that was a great idea,” said _ are simpler than they have a right to be. Heisenberg may have slept here... 
the manager. Then he paused and asked the — Kleppner & Kolenhow, 
killer question, “NOW what's the least popu- “An Introduction to Mechanics” Heisenberg may have left the building... 
lar vegetable?” Law: Once you eliminate 

your #1 problem, #2 gets z Pec # Mathematicians often resort tosomething Moebius strip: See reverse side for 
u ie ein! eB called Hilbert space, which is described as instructions. 
The Secrets of Consulting} being n-dimensional. Like modern sex, any 

number can play. — Dr. Thor Wald, ‘ a oe ® Heed the warnings of all electronic “Beep /The Quincunx of Time”, by James Blish # Klein bottle for rent — inquire within. 
equipment. When the computer tells you 

that: “Warning! You are in error: You can not get anything worthwhile ® Murphy’s Law, that brash proletarian re- 2+2=5.273,” immediately recalibrate all of A 5 statement of Godel’s Theorem. : y done without raising a sweat. 
your equipment. — The First Law Of Thermodynamics — Thomas Pynchon, 

“Gravity's Rainbow” 

# God runs electromagnetics by wave  ¢ whatever you wantis going to costa little ; . theory on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, fiote that This-worth, @ The following statement is not true. The 
and the Devil runs them by quantum theory — The Second Law Of Thermodynamics previous statement is true. 
on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. 

— William Bragg You can not win the game, and you are ® The use of “spurious” logic is more than 
not allowed to stop playing. allowed in the practice of engineering; it is 

—The Third Law Of Thermodynamics 1 S0me cases required. 
—_—_Re—wx—eeeeeeee eee Tl —???”.s5w\!>Oo ee eee 
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Where do you fit in? 

Join us on Wednesday nights 

at 7:00PM 

in 1227 Engineering Hall!



“The engineering 

= = vi = big science. 
That's what news media have dubbed Sandia A 
National Laboratories. It's no wonder. Sandia has Se 
thousands of world-class scientists and engineers . 
working on cutting-edge technologies that are 

improving and protecting American lives. ( Fr 4 \ 

Whether it’s writing software for the world’s . & v 
fastest computers, or developing intelligent , oT 

microsystems, Sandians are leading the charge. 

Be a Sandian. Join the team that is changing 

e the world. 

mS aT | , We have exciting and challenging opportunities 

for college graduates at all levels in: 

‘ Po 
ie alee Electrical engineering 

: | Mechanical engineering 

| Information Technologies/Information Systems 
4 | Computer Science 

| } Computer Engineering 

i Chemical Engineering Sandia 
a th | ee Chemistry National 

Post Doc Positions Laboratories 
..and more a J 

Operated for the 
P Department of Energy by 

Check us out at www.sandia.gov Lockheed Martin Corp. 
Your world will never be the same. 

LOCKHEED MARTIN A 

Sandia is an equal opportunity employer. We maintain drug-free workplace.
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